How was WIP born ?
The story started when WIP’s co-founder wanted to build
his home the way he envisioned it but was dissatisfied with
the options, prevalent in the market, his architect offered
him. So, he founded MetalBenderz, a light gauge steel
panel fabrication company to provide a technology-centric,
efficiency- oriented and error-less focused solution to the
age old question of how to build better, faster and more
economically. The story continued at each stage of the
building process. Whenever a missing or a weak link was
detected a solution was created, incubated, tested, funded
and then incorporated into a company to solve the disparate disconnected construction problem.

13
Companies

40%
Of Value
chain

Today, WIP platform has over 13 companies that capture
around 40% of the construction value chain, provides up to
95% of the needed materials, FF&A and FF&E, has capabilities to serve the developer from land purchase to post
development stage and continues to incubates new ideas
and proof of concepts. It is indeed aptly called a Work In
Progress. The WIP platform has executed and delivered
more projects than Katerra and offers a more complete
and flexible solution than Prescient. No wonder WIP is
experiencing a 2 year sales CAGR of 407% stemming solely
from organic regional growth while Katerra and Prescient
expect 225% and 67% respectively coming from acquisitions, national and international expansion.

95%
Of materials,
FF&A and FF&E

407%
In 2 year
sales CAGR

13 companies
84 engineers, designers, manufacturing

and sourcing professionals

11 projects constructed and 20 designed

(hotels, senior living, student housing,
MFR, and SFR

A project pipeline of more than $124M and
an expected YOY growth of 600% in 2019.

From frustration about
a personal home WIP was born

The Problem

Real estate
development
is
broken.
Work is
divided between numerous providers
and contractors, using disparate tools, processes, and documentation methods. Each has its own metrics,
incentives, and exposure to liability. This results in massive waste of capital, resources, and time.

Architecture

Engineering

Sourcing

Interior

Construction

Trades

Data is spread across multiple locations, without a
single source of truth, and driving duplicate efforts
and loss of valuable information.

6%
of contractors say all their apps
integrate with one another

63%
of construction professionals
rely on spreadsheets or
manual work to collect job
site data

50%
of construction professionals
prepare daily reports,
manually

The result is a drag on the global economy, detrimental to the
environment, and fuels social problems by limiting housing
supply and affordability.

1%
Productivity
Growth

1.6 Trillion
loss in potential
value add

50m Tons
of construction
waste generated
in the
US annually

47%
of CO2 emissions
that can be
impacted by better
construction

1%
Revenues Spent
on R&D

5.6%
increase
in building costs
in 2018 alone

Our History

The group
was founded in 2014
bytwo
technology,manufacturing, and sourcing veterans
who saw an opportunity to bring their experience to bear on the complex problems of the construction industry.
They built WIP through an arduous process of trial and error on their own development projects.

2009: Co-Founded Raffles Property Group to acquire, manage, and develop
residential land and properties. The group acquired, developed, constructed, sold
& rented hundreds of properties and today manages portfolios valued at around
$150M.

2009: Co-Founded Raffles Property Group to acquire, manage, and develop
residential land and properties. The group acquired, developped, constructed,
sold & rented hundreds of properties and today manages portfolios valued at
around $150M.

2002: Chairman of Origins Holdings, a globally integrated home furnishing company, acting as OEM manufactures for some of the world’s leading retailers,
including Rooms to Go, Frontgate, Steinhoff & Conforama. The company and its
subsidiaries employed more than 2000 team members in 8 countries and had
revenues upwards of $80M. In 2007, the founding shareholders sold a minority
share and in 2009 sold a super minority creating a windfall for the founders.

2002: Chairman of Origins Holdings, a globally integrated home furnishing company, acting as OEM manufactures for some of the world’s leading retailers,
including Rooms to Go, Frontgate, Steinhoff & Conforama. The company and its
subsidiaries employed more than 2000 team members in 8 countries and had
revenues upwards of $80M. In 2007, the founding shareholders sold a minority
share and in 2009 sold a super minority creating a windfall for the founders.

1998: Founder and Co-CEO of TrustAsia, an online security firm known as the
Verisign of Asia. In 2001, acquired and funded by VeriSign and its series A investors. Employed 150 team members in Singapore, Indonesia, Philipines, Thailand
and China

1998: Founder and Co-CEO of TrustAsia, an online security firm known as the
Verisign of Asia. In 2001, acquired and funded by VeriSign and its series A
investors. Employed 150 team members in Singapore, Indonesia, Philipines,
Thailand and China

Previously based in China, Singapore, and now in the US.

1989: MBA, University of Illinois

Coming from high tech space to slow tech, whenever we are faced with a missing or a weak
link we create a company to solve it. This is our past and present and will be our future.

2009

Raﬄes
Properties

COMPANY

CREATED
TO

WHAT IT
IS NOW

WHAT’S
NEXT

At the peak of
the real
estate crisis,
Seth Jutan
and Harold
Lerner bought
100
foreclosed
proper�es as
a real estate
investment
play, under
Raﬄes
Proper�es
LLC.

Owns xxx
proper�es in
x, y, z
geographic
areas

2011

Compass
Pointe
Properties

Manage
Raﬄes
proper�es
and expand
to the
general
market.

Manages
XXX
proper�es
in Atlanta
GA.

2012

2013

Raﬄes
Development

Complete
Services

Buy low, ﬁx,
stabilize
assets, make
them rentready and
sell them to
third party
investors
seeking yield.

Buy land and
build
proper�es for
sale to end
user
customers.

handle the
document
a�on,
paperwork
, legal
ma�ers
and
complianc
e for
Compass
Pointe
proper�es
clients.

Has bought,
ﬁxed and
sold XXX
proper�es
since 2012.

Has
developed xx
projects and
sold xx units
since 2012
for an
accumulated
total of
$XXM.

Raﬄes
Investments

Has become
the proof of
concept test
lab for WIP’s
pipeline of
incubated ideas
and products.

2014

2016

2015

Metal Benderz

Banko
Design

Lynx GLS

Bespoke
Interiors

Be the “BETTER
WAY TO BUILD”
company in the
market. It is
greener through
using LGS as
building
material,
technology
based process,
3D
manufacturing
and energy
eﬃcient
materials.

handle,
visualiza�on,
rendering
and interior
design of
Raﬄes
Developmen
t and third
party
customers.

support Metal
Benderz with
the design
component
since the skill
set did not
exist in the US.

Be the import
and sourcing
arm of WIP. It
imports
windows,
doors, and
kitchens.

Has built X
hotels, X senior
living projects, X
mul�-family
projects since
2014, achieved
XXM revenues
in 2018.

End to end
interior
design
providers to
renowned
senior living
developers
and hotels.

Provides full
back end
solu�on for
visualiza�on,
rendering and
design to LGS
projects in
Revit, 3D
Studio Max.

Bespoke USA
was added in
2017 as an
adjunct
domes�c
produc�on and
support to
imported
products

The end to
end interior
designer of
choice to the
senior living,
hospitality
and
mul�family
markets .

Become the
best full back
end solu�on
for
visualiza�on,
design and
rendering for
LGS projects. .

Become the one
strop shop for
materials,
windows,
cabinetry, doors,
sanitary,..etc for
WIP construc�on
projects and
beyond.

Trubuilt

Lynx
Professional
Services

Specialize in
repair and
ongoing
maintenance
provided to
Compass group
and other WIP
en��es.

Support Banko
Design and third
party architects
as an outsourced
service provider

Provides
repair,
maintenance
and major
upgrade work
to WIP
businesses.

Provides full
back end
solu�on for
visualiza�on,
rendering and
design for all
material based
construc�on, to
architects,
interior
designers in
Revit, 3D Studio
Max and others.

Provide
handyman
services,
water and
other damage
remedia�on
services in the
B2C market in
2019.

Become the best
back end
solu�on for
visualiza�on,
rendering and
design for all
material based
construc�on, to
architects,
interior
designers.

Red Pen

Axiom
Investments

2017

Steel Framerz

2018

DIV005

Nucleus

provides labor
and
installa�on of
steel for Metal
Benderz and
manage labor
related
ma�ers.

Work as the
master
contractor
bidding full
scope Division
5 services
then
subcontract, a
project
manager for
engineering,
steel,
structure and
ﬂoor

Provide digital
detailing of
steel panels to
Metal
Benderz/ Lynx
LGS using
Vertex. The
skill set is rare
in the US.

Procures the
full range of
FF&A for
Banko Design
projects

provides labor
and
installa�on of
steel for
Metal
Benderz and
third party
customers
and manage
labor related
ma�ers.

An open
architecture
company that
picks
companies from
WIP or the
compe�tors
depending on
the best
outcome of the
project owner.

Provider of
digital
detailing of
steel panels
to WIP and
the market
using Vertex.
The skill set is
rare in the US.

Become the
one stop shop
sourcing
provider of
FF&A for WIP
projects and
clients.

Become the
best provider
in the US for
steel
installa�on.

Procure
interior
design
products
(FF&A) for
Banko Design
clients

Buy proper�es
low and ﬁx
them with WIP
materials then
ﬂip them.

Will
eventually
evolve to use
MWF/STRUCs
and Revit.

First, we created MetalBenderz, a technology driven roll former to solve the inefficiencies in the
construction process then added to it related services and solutions to include, interior design,
A&E design, and construction material
DIV005:
Full project management for
Division 5 and 9

Framing

Materials & Finishing

Steel Farmerz: Installs
the panels
RED PEN:
FF&A and FF&E
Spray Foam,
Panel-embedded Sourcing

NEXT:

windows

BESPOKE:
Sourcing and
fabrication of windows,
cabinets and millwork

Metal Benderz:
Integrated panelization
solution

Banko Design:
End to end
interior design

LYNX:
Rendering, design & visualization
to A&E
A&E Design

NEXT:
TBD

Interior Design

Nucleus: Digital detailing
NEXT: Design to BIM

Growing and Profitable:

Nurture/grow towards profit:

Incubate/ Develop:

 Banko Design
 Red Pen






 Design to BIM
 Spray Foam
 Panel-embedded windows

Metal Benderz
Bespoke Interiors
Lynx
Nucleus

Our Present

We specialize in design and construction with Light Gauge
Steel due to its superior safety, sustainability, and precision.

Lower Costs thanks to minimal waste,

Digital Design & Testing using BIM is
easier due to the precision of steel
and manufacturing. This allows accurate
costing, scheduling, and sequencing.

Sustainable thanks to

Acoustic Performance
is improved as
construction method is amenable to
designing, modeling, and specifying
optimal insulation.

Durable and resistant to mold, termites,
or

Seismic Performance
is superior as
has consistent strength characteristics
is better an absorbing energy. Historical
track record in earthquake resistance.

Innovation - friendly — lends itself to
precision design,
and testing. Issues are resolved on the
drawing board, not in the field.

Fire Resistant properties offer superior
quality for wall and floor construction.
is increasingly important with the rising
incidence of large fires.

just -in -time delivery, predictable
and lower insurance premiums.

materials and an eﬃcient construction
process, recognized by the Greek Building

and corrosion.
crack.

Does not warp, split,

In 3 years we became a technology driven construction company for the 21st century that delivers turnkey commercial and
residential properties faster, better, in a more coordinated,
accurate and cost effective way.
2D CAD

Interiors

Finishing

Installation

3D BIM

LGS Framing

Our scope allows us to streamline planning, sourcing, and construction for a variety of
project types , favoring green, conserving resources, and time and sourcing up to 95%
of project materials.

Single-Family

Hotels

Multifamily

Student Housing

Schools

Assisted Living

Our clients include some of the leading commercial, hospitality, student housing, and assisted living developers across the US. Our
current revenue is diversified across project
types and states in the Midwest.

2019 Pipeline Revenue
18%
33%
7%
1%
41%
Senior Housing
Multifamily
Hospitality

Medical Oﬃces
SFH

Our approach allows us to provide a complete solution, while
choosing the right method and supplier(s) for each project. Our interests are aligned with our clients to achieve the highest quality, for the
best price, on a fast and predictable schedule.

Comprehensive

WIP

Proprietary

Flexible

Limited

We are seeing a growing demand
from new and repeat customers.

for our solutions,

2018

2019

2

3

266%

606%

$17.5 Million

$123.6 Million

Number of Employees

84

120

Construction Projects

11

22

Hotels

9

7

Student Housing

1

0

Senior Living

0

7

Multi - Family

0

5

Medical Office

0

2

Subdivision - Villas

1

1

20

40

Average age of subsidiaries
YOY Revenue Growth
Sales

Interior Design Projects

Note: 2019 pipeline is based on the RFP success-rate realized in 2017

Today, we employ 84
engineers, designers,
software developers,
project managers, and
tradesmen with rich
experience in construction, steel framing, BIM, design,
advanced materials,
and global logistics
and procurement.

Adam
(Lynx)

Our Future

We have a pipeline of more than 60
projects, worth a total of over
$124,000,000 in potential revenue.
Repeat customers, lots of ideas to
incubate, efficiencies to create

To deliver on our pipeline and support our growth, we are seeking $25m in equity funding, as well as a revolving credit facility of $5M . The funds will be used as follow:

Item

CAPEX

OPEX

R&D

$

2,250,000.00

$

2,250,000.00

Fixed Property

$

3,500,000.00

$

3,500,000.00

Oﬃce Equipment

$

120,000.00

$

120,000.00

Capital equipment

$

5,250,000.00

$

5,250,000.00

So�ware

$

165,000.00

$

165,000.00

Marke�ng

$

625,000.00

$

625,000.00

$

1,350,000.00

New business development

$

1,350,000.00

Staﬃng
Integra�on Cost

$

1,250,000.00

Branding
TOTAL

$

13,720,000.00

5%

Total

$

3,100,000.00

$

3,100,000.00

$

1,250,000.00

$

2,500,000.00

$

1,000,000.00

$

1,000,000.00

$

6,140,000.00

$

19,860,000.00

11%

13%

18%
16%
1%
26%

7%
3%
1%

Branding 5%

Office Equipment 1%

R&D 11%
Fixed Property 18%

Capital Equipment 26%
Software 1%

Marketing 3%
New Business Dev 7%
Staffing 16%
Integration cost 13%

We plan to take WIP to the next level: Integrate the subsidiaries into divisions,
restructure WIP into an integrated company, develop the technology platform,
and add capabilities for a one stop shop solution.

WIP 2018

WIP 2020
Ownership / BoD
Management

Ownership & Management
Design

Interior

Eng.

Panels

Assembly

Sourcing

Cabinetry

Legal

Etc.

Separate subsidiaries, loosely integrated, with
owners driving ad-hoc cooperation
and data sharing to promote the growth
of each subsidiary.

COO, CMO, CSO, CTO
Design Division

Envelope Division

Interiors Division

Group-Level Architecture, BIM, and BOM Team
Group-Level Sourcing, Pricing, QC and Logistics Teams

Year

2018

2020

2022

Capabilities
Detailing
Interior
Framing
Installation
Finishing

Integration Level

Independent
Subsidiaries

+ Architecture
+ Spray Foam
3 Divisions (Design,
+ Integrated panel
Envelope, Finishing)
+ Windows, lighting &
+ Corporate Layer
insulation
+Automated
assembly line

+ GC
+ Concrete
+ Plumbing

Products

Avg. Project
Size

Geographical
Reach

Revenue

SFH
Low-rise MFH
Senior Housing
Multifamily
Hospitality

$4M

GA, FL, AL, MS,
NC, SC

$17.5m

+ Medical Oﬃces

$6M

+ TX, TN, VA,
OH, MD, NJ,
NY, PH, PA

$124m

Mixed - Use;
Public Projects:

$12M

(inter)national

$820m

The result will be an integrated company, with healthy governance, strong executive team, robust technical &
digital envelope, data sharing, cross-selling, centralized sourcing, quality control, and strategic planning.

So far, compared to Katerra and Prescient, we have achieved a 407% CAGR of sales in
2018-19, with no marketing, no national or international expansion, which means WIP’s
potential is significantly larger.

Company

Katerra

2017
Revenue
(actual)

$350M

2018
Revenue
(budgeted)

$1B

2019
(projected)

$3.7B

3-Year
CAGR

225%

Current
Source

Acquisitions/
International

Prescient

$60M

$84M

$168M

67%

Organic/
Expansion to
NC from CO

WIP

$4.8M

$17.5M

$124M

407%

Organic/ No
expansion yet

Notes
Jumping to new states and
countries before a single project
has been fully completed
Trying to be everything for
everyone might lead to overextensions
“Closed Garden” approach means
is stuck if anything goes
current Univ of Florida Student
project)
Fire safety concerns due to
issues

Group Financial Projections (see assumption in next slide)
Profit and loss statement:
y/e
Dec 31
Sales

FY15A

FY16A

956,942

% growth

FY17A

FY18B

FY19F

FY20F

FY21F

FY22F

FY23F

2,616,427

4,774,338

17,522,560

123,674,841

235,657,448

444,450,606

819,776,829

173%

82%

267%

606%

91%

89%

84%

1,573,720,207
92%

261,034,464

Banko Design

956,942

2,038,438

3,345,382

5,800,000

11,406,520

25,864,670

58,878,765

122,090,916

Metal Benderz

-

438,487

1,120,361

11,083,000

101,785,520

163,735,101

264,050,000

426,253,386

692,656,117

Bespoke Interiors

-

139,503

308,595

439,560

10,182,801

45,607,677

120,846,841

270,420,028

618,510,876

Lynx

-

-

-

100,000

150,000

225,000

337,500

506,250

759,375

Nucleus

-

-

-

100,000

150,000

225,000

337,500

506,250

759,375

COGS

(656,747)

(1,835,293)

(3,590,335)

(12,714,774)

(97,323,420)

(182,771,902)

(343,340,800)

(628,576,961)

(1,196,821,328)

Banko Design

(656,747)

(1,384,842)

(2,382,925)

(4,400,461)

(8,587,043)

(19,588,447)

(47,103,012)

(97,672,733)

(208,827,571)

Metal Benderz

-

(339,953)

(1,024,709)

(7,899,000)

(81,428,416)

(130,988,081)

(211,240,000)

(341,002,708)

(554,124,893)

Bespoke Interiors

-

(110,497)

(182,701)

(295,313)

(7,127,961)

(31,925,374)

(84,592,789)

(189,294,020)

(432,957,613)

Lynx

-

-

-

(60,000)

(90,000)

(135,000)

(202,500)

(303,750)

(455,625)

Nucleus

-

-

-

(60,000)

(90,000)

(135,000)

(202,500)

(303,750)

(455,625)

300,196

781,135

1,184,003

4,807,786

26,351,421

52,885,547

101,109,805

191,199,869

376,898,879

31%

30%

25%

27%

21%

22%

23%

23%

24%

Banko Design

300,196

653,596

962,457

1,399,539

2,819,477

6,276,223

11,775,753

24,418,183

52,206,893

Metal Benderz

-

98,534

95,652

3,184,000

20,357,104

32,747,020

52,810,000

85,250,677

138,531,223

Bespoke Interiors

-

29,006

125,894

144,247

3,054,840

13,682,303

36,254,052

81,126,008

185,553,263

Lynx

-

-

-

40,000

60,000

90,000

135,000

202,500

303,750

Nucleus

-

-

-

40,000

60,000

90,000

135,000

202,500

303,750

Total Expenses

(346,302)

(1,049,991)

(1,651,914)

(2,875,393)

(8,296,310)

(18,781,339)

(37,309,947)

(74,218,588)

(153,702,100)

Banko Design

(345,952)

(498,032)

(765,422)

(945,800)

(1,634,614)

(3,685,932)

(5,879,171)

(12,191,039)

(26,064,850)

Metal Benderz

-

(529,839)

(677,019)

(1,521,550)

(5,089,276)

(8,186,755)

(13,202,500)

(21,312,669)

(34,632,806)

(350)

(22,120)

(209,473)

(378,043)

(1,527,420)

(6,841,151)

(18,127,026)

(40,563,004)

(92,776,631)

Lynx

-

-

-

(15,000)

(22,500)

(33,750)

(50,625)

(75,938)

(113,906)

Nucleus

-

-

-

(15,000)

(22,500)

(33,750)

(50,625)

(75,938)

(113,906)

(46,106)

(187,258)

(397,983)

1,932,393

18,055,112

34,104,208

63,799,858

116,981,281

223,196,779

-5%

-7%

-8%

11%

15%

14%

14%

14%

14%

(45,756)

170,819

219,978

453,739

1,184,863

2,590,291

5,896,582

12,227,144

26,142,043

Gross Profit
Margin (%)

Bespoke Interiors

EBITDA
Margin (%)

Banko Design
Metal Benderz
Bespoke Interiors
Lynx
Nucleus
Net Profit After Taxes
Margin (%)

Banko Design

-

(364,963)

(534,382)

1,662,450

15,267,828

24,560,265

39,607,500

63,938,008

103,898,418

(350)

6,885

(83,579)

(233,796)

1,527,420

6,841,151

18,127,026

40,563,004

92,776,631

-

-

-

25,000

37,500

56,250

84,375

126,563

189,844

-

-

-

25,000

37,500

56,250

84,375

126,563

189,844

(45,671)

(266,153)

(471,071)

1,195,604

11,861,586

22,413,978

41,805,689

76,485,328

145,596,881

-5%

-10%

-10%

7%

10%

10%

9%

9%

9%

(45,321)

157,952

193,725

291,034

619,754

1,412,200

3,214,755

6,666,111

14,252,369

-

(431,306)

(581,367)

1,108,300

10,178,552

16,373,510

26,405,000

42,625,339

69,265,612

(350)

7,201

(83,429)

(233,730)

1,018,280

4,560,768

12,084,684

27,042,003

61,851,088

Lynx

-

-

-

15,000

22,500

33,750

50,625

75,938

113,906

Nucleus

-

-

-

15,000

22,500

33,750

50,625

75,938

113,906

Metal Benderz
Bespoke Interiors

Assumptions for Financial Projections:

Sales forecast for 2018 is based on management budget
The main sales forecast for 2019 is based on Metal Benderz and
Banko Design pipeline and the RFP success-rate of the previous 2
years.
The model includes the sales of 5 subsidiaries out of the 13 since they
are the main components of the integration project.
Forecast for 2020 to 2023 YOY organic sales growth rate per subsidiary is between 25% and 69%. Average actual is used when available,
conservative rate is used when no historical data exists.
Integration plan will add incremental business to each WIP division.
Integration will take place gradually, we assumed a 10% increase
from 5% in 2019 growing to 50% in 2023.

To assess the incremental sales from integration, we used 4
projects developed by WIP and a typical single family home
published by the builders’ association, in order to determine
the percentage of cost that goes to each WIP company.
The outcome is 7% for Banko Design, 10.5% for Metal Benderz
and 11.8% for Bespoke Interiors.
Lynx and Nucleus have only become fully operational in 2018.
Their potential integration value is not accounted for in this
model, and is expected to be a source of additional growth
within 12-18 months.
Margins are based on historical data and currently used fees
and markups. The model does not account for potential
higher margins for materials we source.

